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Overview of application Infrastructure
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Development and Operations
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Virtualized Deployment
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Containerized Deployment
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Evolution of Application Deployment
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Why Container Orchestration?
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Front End Database  Back End 
End Users

- Real world applications use hundreds of services
- Need to manually define IP configurations, load balancer, storage
- Need to manually define number of instances, what happens a new service 

comes?
- Configuration management
- How to troubleshoot the containers?



Why Container Orchestration?
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configuration files



- An open-source software for automating deployment, 
scaling and management of containerized applications.

- Initially developed by in 2014

- Maintained by since 2015

What is Kubernetes
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Kubernetes Architecture
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Kubernetes Usage and Benefits
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-            The United States Department of Defense reduced their  
release time from 3~8 months to 1 week.

- According to CNCF 2020 survey, 91% respondents use 
Kubernetes compared to 78% in 2019 and 58% in 2018.



Kubernetes Usage and Benefits
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- According to 2021 Kubernetes adoption survey, 89% of the 500  
respondents mentioned that they use Kubernetes to deploy 
AI-based applications.

- Kubernetes has 77% of the market share in container 
orchestration technology compared to Mesos (4%), Docker 
Swarm (5%) and Openshift (9%).

- According to Enterprise open source survey, 78% practitioners 
reported Kubernetes as a clearly to go to choice.



Kubernetes Developer Community
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- Kubernetes is considered one of the fastest growing community 
in the open-source software history with more than 2000 
participant from Fortune 500 companies.

- According to the report of Bayern, Kubernetes related jobs search 
increased by 2,125% in last 4 years. 

- According to Enlyft survey with 24,441 companies, 37% small 
companies, 43% medium sized companies and 20% large 
companies adopted Kubernetes. 



- Practitioners deploy containerized applications with the 
configurations file also known as ‘manifests’ 

Kubernetes manifest 
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Security Concerns in Kubernetes 
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Second major challenge to 
adopt Kubernetes



Practitioners Security Concerns in Kubernetes 
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Redhat summer 2021 survey among 
500 DevOps and IT practitioners



Security Attacks in Kubernetes Cluster
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Security Attacks in Kubernetes Cluster
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Multi-vocal Literature Review of Kubernetes
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Kubernetes related Internet artifact

321 Internet artifacts

105 Academic publications

Applying filter criteria



Multi-vocal Literature Review of Kubernetes
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Multi-vocal Literature Review (Kubernetes Challenges)
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Multi-vocal Literature Review (Current Kubernetes Research)
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Security Defects in Kubernetes Manifests
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- We curate 38 repositories that contain 1796 Kubernetes 
manifests that are modified with 5,193 commits.

Security Defects in Kubernetes Manifests 
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Security Defects in Kubernetes Manifests 
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Repository curation 

Qualitative analysis of commits
(Open coding)

Labeled commit messages
(‘INSECURE’ / ‘NEUTRAL’)



- We identify 41 commits to be labeled as a security dataset.
- We identify 39 Kubernetes manifests to be modified as a security 

defect.
- Proportion of security defect is 0.79%
- Cohen’s Kappa between the raters is 0.7

Security Defects in Kubernetes Manifests 
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Kubernetes Security Best Practices 
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Filtering

Qualitative analysis11 Kubernetes Security Practices

Internet artifact search

104 Internet Artifacts 



Kubernetes Security Best Practices 
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- RBAC is a built in authorization mechanism in Kubernetes.
- Over-privileged user has the unnecessary permission to 

perform an intended action.
- Consider a user uses Kubernetes dashboard as per default 

installation. By default the user will have admin privilege(no 
RBAC).

- The user can run malicious apps such as Crypto miner inside 
the Kubernetes cluster that can cause massive financial loss. 

Threat Model for misconfigured RBAC
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Attacks for Misconfigured RBAC 
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- Pod Security policy is a cluster level resource that pods must 
comply and security context defines the access and privilege level 
of a container inside a pod.

- Let’s say pod is running in a cluster without security context or pod 
security policy. If a malicious user has the permission to view and 
deploy a container then he perform remote code execution using 
shell of the container and can copy mounted host volume into the 
container storage. 

- The user will get access to sensitive information from host file 
system.

Threat Model for misconfigured Pod
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Attack for misconfigured pod
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- Namespace creates a logical isolation inside Kubernetes cluster. 
It is recommended that each team in an organization has separate 
namespace.

- If no namespace is specified while deploying the pod, Kubernetes 
assigns default namespace for the pod.

- For instance, in an organization all the applications are deployed in 
default namespace. If a malicious user gets access to view and 
deploy application in default namespace then he can access all the 
running applications in Kubernetes cluster.

- Malicious user can access sensitive application running in the 
default namespace.

Threat Model for Default Namespace
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Attack in the Default Namespace
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- Network policy controls the network traffic flow with in Kubernetes 
cluster. By defaults all pods in Kubernetes can communicate with 
each other and Network Policy enforce rules on the running pods.

- Let’s consider in an organization there is no network policy defined 
in the Kubernetes cluster. If any malicious user who has the 
permission to deploy a pod can eventually access pods in different 
namespace and request for connection. 

- This can eventually lead to a successful connection or hamper 
other applications with unnecessary traffic.

Threat Model for Network Policy
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Possible Attacks for Undefined Network Policy
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- ETCD contains all the secrets and the back up information of the 
cluster. By default the secrets in ETCD is not encrypted.

- Let’s say a malicious user compromised the host of a Kubernetes 
cluster and ETCD database is not encrypted with KMS service then 
the hacker access all the cluster information and potential secrets 
of the Kubernetes cluster.

Threat Model for ETCD secret
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Attack for Unencrypted ETCD
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- Specifying resource limit restricts a pod to consume upto a 
maximum allowable resource limit.

- Let’s a developer deployed a pod without resource limit that 
contains a malicious code or a malicious user who has the 
permission to view, and deploy and delete the pod in a namespace 
can inject malicious code into the container that can consume all 
the available resource for the node.

- This condition will lead to denial of service (DoS) attack.

Threat Model for Resource Limit
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Attacks for Resource Limit
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- I demonstrate that the Kubernetes security best practices 
violation can actually lead to exploit.

- In future work, I want to explore more attacks for security 
best practices violations in the Kubernetes manifests and 
also propose the mitigation strategies. 

Conclusion and Future Work
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Summary
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